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BLAZE® TECHNOLOGY
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BLAZE® is a leading-edge Thermal Boron Diffusion technology that uses a 

proprietary chemical formula to produce a uniformly deposited, slick and 

abrasion resistant boride layer within metal surfaces. 

Microscopic view of BLAZE® treated surface 

with solid and uniform depth of .003 inches.

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL



COMMON PRODUCTION CHALLENGES
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Mechanical wear, abrasion, and corrosion are production challenges that 

customers face during field operations. 

These production challenges have a significant impact on the longevity of 

equipment resulting in increased operating expense tied to equipment 

replacement, well interventions, and lost production due to down-time.

Three performance characteristics of BLAZE® contribute to the enhanced 

life span and productivity of oilfield equipment:



TECHNOLOGY FEATURES
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The BLAZE® layer is 100% uniform and creates no change in part 

dimensions – it is NOT a coating.

Intermetallic layer– no risk of bonding breakdown (i.e., delamination) –

won’t flake or chip under impact.

No increase in brittleness within the base metal.

Proprietary chemistry and processes are environmentally safe and fully 

recyclable for a 100% “green” life cycle.

BLAZE is compatible with an assortment of materials including cast iron, 

mild-carbon steel, chrome-moly steel, stainless steel, Inconel and Stellite.



BLAZE® PROCESS

BLAZE®

1) Proprietary slurry is 

applied to surface of 

metal article.

2) Spray, dip, paint, hand 

apply, roll on or otherwise 

apply slurry.

3) Applied slurry is 

cured 24 to 48 hours.

4) Product is sent to oven 

for several hours.

5) Remove items from oven, and power 

wash, blast, tumble or hand remove 

residual slurry; wipe surface clean.

6) Complete. Parts 

are ready for use.
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LAB TESTS - WEAR PERFORMANCE / FRICTION REDUCTION

BLAZE is highly resistant to abrasion and mechanical wear through a substantial 

reduction in the surface coefficient of friction.
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UNTREATED BLOCK AND RING

Phase 1 – Untreated block lost 13mg.

mass

Phase 2– within 30 seconds @

1,000RPM and 180lbs load, the test

machine disengaged due to severe

galling.

The non-treated block lost 1,142 mg.

of mass.

BLAZE® BLOCK AND RING

Phase 1 – BLAZE® block lost 1mg.

mass.

Phase 2 – successfully reached both

1,000RPM and 1,000lbs load with no

increase in friction and no indication of

adhesive wear or galling.

The BLAZE-treated block lost only

26mg. of mass

Performance comparison of an untreated 

block and ring to a BLAZE-treated block 

and ring. 

ASTM G-77 

Test Parameters

Phase 1 – for the first hour of

testing the ring is rotating at 72RPM

against the stationary block. 150 lbs.

is added to the block as load.

Phase 2 – after one hour, the

rotating speed is increased to

1,000RPM while the load is

increased by 30lbs. Every 60 seconds

until either catastrophic failure

occurs or 1,000 lbs. of additional

load is added.

Determines the resistance of materials to 

metal-to-metal sliding wear. 
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LAB TESTS - ABRASION RESISTANCE

BLAZE exponentially outperforms conventional coating and plating options due 

to surface hardness and lubricity.
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Determines the resistance of 

materials to abrasive wear. 

ASTM G-65 
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LAB TESTS - CORROSION RESISTANCE

BLAZE is impervious to many corrosives which leads to longer run-life in acidic 

conditions.
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1) HCl acid test – corrosion resistance comparison

2) 7- Day salt bath test on a Blaze® coupling

CORROSION TESTS

• Class T loss: -0.005” above solution line / -0.063” below line

• SM loss: -0.0015” above the solution line, w/ severe pitting

down to 4140 substrate / -0.012” below line

• BLAZE®: No measurable loss above or below solution line

• After 24 hours, sample developed a layer of loosely adhered

particulate with a fluffy appearance

• Removing sample from test solution, the particulate slid off

and remained in solution

• X-ray examination concluded no observable corrosion or

material loss
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Test parameters

• 3/4” full size coupling (T, SM, BLAZE®) submersed in a 90% HCl / 10% H20 solution for 48 hours. 

• Specimens’ inner diameter sealed to prevent acid entry.

Test parameters

• 3.5% NaCl (wt) solution at room temperature. 

• Specimen’s ends were blocked with epoxy to prevent entry into ID surfaces.



VALUE CREATION
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BLAZE® treated products have successfully achieved run-life improvements 

of 200-800% in real world applications.

BLAZE is helping customers to:

 Prevent downtime

 Reduce maintenance costs

 Cut down on routine equipment changes

 Decrease equipment purchases

With less time required for well-related interventions, BLAZE is enabling our 

customer partners to reallocate their time to other challenges in the field. By 

minimizing the need for maintenance operations, BLAZE also reduces the 

risk of safety and environmental incidents.

US onshore Customer Partners now use BLAZE® treated artificial lift and 

production products in every major NA Basin.



SUSTAINABILITY & ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES
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Customers utilizing BLAZE-treated equipment frequently cite the positive 

impact on their own HSE programs. Our customers gain numerous safety 

and environmental benefits, including:

Reduced methane emissions from gas wells due to less frequent opening 

of the wellhead to change plunger lift plungers.

Reduced fuel utilization in the field by decreasing the number of trips to 

the well to change valve trim, plungers or other production equipment.

Reduced electricity usage on beam pumping wells due to a decrease in 

friction in the sucker rod string when utilizing BLAZE-treated couplings.

Reduced energy used—and emissions generated—by workover rig 

callouts to the well as a direct result of increased run life.



PUBLICATIONS & RECOGNITIONS
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Contact us to learn more about 

BLAZE® products or our 

treatment as a service (TAAS).

Website: www.endurancelift.com

Email: blaze@endurancelift.com

http://www.endurancelift.com/
mailto:blaze@endurancelift.com
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PRODUCT SUCCESS – ROD LIFT 

VALVE ROD GUIDE ACHIEVES 30X RUN-LIFE IMPROVEMENT

CHALLENGE

Customer was pulling the well approximately every 3 weeks due to rod wear on the

stainless-steel valve rod guide, nearly cutting it in half. This would cause the rod to wear

into the pump barrel, continuing until it parted the pump’s valve rod causing it to stop

pumping.

SOLUTION

Customer was introduced to a BLAZE® treated guide to address the problem. The Blaze

treated guide was installed on 4/27/17. The pump continued to run until 1/29/18 when it

was pulled due to a tubing leak.

Inspection revealed no visible rod wear on the BLAZE valve rod guide. This was a 277 day

run with the well being pulled for something other than the pump. The pump was

inspected and returned to API specifications with minor adjustments and redeployed into

the well.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® TREATED GUIDE INCREASED RUN-TIME TO 

OVER 659 DAYS.

READ FIELD REPORT 101 

FOR MORE INFORMATION



PRODUCT SUCCESS – ROD LIFT 

BLAZE®ROD PUMP MORE THAN DOUBLES RUN-LIFE

CHALLENGE

For years, Customer was pulling the well approximately every 60 days, sometimes

more often, due to rod pump plunger and barrel wear, sucker rod parting, or holes in

tubing.

▪ Production consisted of 20-40 bbl/day oil (97% water cut) average from a 3-3/4in pump 

landed at 2,000 vertical feet (total depth ~ 5,000 feet).

▪ High sand concentration and operating temperatures over 200 degrees F

▪ The pup joint would experience as much as 1/8 inch of wear over a 60 day period.

SOLUTION

Customer utilized a BLAZE® treated pup joint and BLAZE® treated barrel bushing to

reduce friction in the deviated section.

The pump ran until 2/07/2019, when the well was pulled for an unrelated issue. The BLAZE

parts were inspected and found to have very minimal wear and were redeployed back

into the well.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® TREATED PARTS INCREASED RUN-TIME TO 

OVER 139 DAYS

READ FIELD REPORT 102 

FOR MORE INFORMATION



PRODUCT SUCCESS – ROD LIFT 

ROD PUMP ACHIEVES MORE THAN 3X RUN-LIFE IMPROVEMENT

CHALLENGE

Customer’s conventional design run life was 2 to 5 months prior to plunger or pump joint

failure.

▪ Production consisted of ~37 bbl/day oil (~97% water cut) average from a 3-3/4in, 24ft rod 

pump landed in a deviated wellbore at 2,176ft. 

▪ Downhole temperature estimated at 189 degrees 

SOLUTION

Customer utilized a BLAZE® treated pup joint and BLAZE® treated barrel bushing to

reduce friction in the deviated section.

Customer achieved a 16 month run life when well was pulled for plunger wear due to sand

abrasion. Pump was disassembled, inspected, and BLAZE® components were found to be in

excellent condition, and BLAZE® bushing was returned to service in the well.

Customer identified tubing wear above the pump and added 10 BLAZE® sucker rod 

couplings on the re-run.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® TREATED PARTS INCREASED RUN-TIME TO 

OVER 16 MONTHS



PRODUCT SUCCESS – ROD LIFT 

BLAZE COUPLINGS REDUCE HIT FAILURE

CHALLENGE

A large, global oil producer in the Williston Basin desired to extend the run life of a well

and reduce downtime while maximizing production. The customer historically faced a

mean time between failures (MTBF) of 6 months for hole-in-tubing (HIT) resulting

from sucker rod coupling wear on the inner diameter of the tubing.

SOLUTION

The customer utilized BLAZE® treated couplings to reduce coupling on-tubing friction

throughout the wellbore while making no other equipment alterations.

REALIZED ECONOMIC BENEFITS

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® TREATED PARTS INCREASED RUN-TIME TO 

OVER 9 MONTHS

READ FIELD REPORT 104 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

In addition to increased run life, the customer experienced 

several economic benefits associated with the conversion 

to BLAZE® couplings:

▪ Increased production +7.2%

▪ Reduced monthly electrical costs -19%

▪ Reduced electrical cost per bbl oil -25%

BEFORE BLAZE® % Change

Peak Polidhed 

Rod Load (lbs)
31,467 28,905 -8.1%

Production Rate 

(bfpd)
83 89 7.2%

Oil Production 

(bopd)
44 47 6.8%

Stroke/min 5 5 0.0%

Pol rod HP 12 8 -32.0%

Gearbox Loading 61% 53% -11.9%

Monthly elec cost $777 $625 -19.6%

Elec cost per bbl 

oil
$0.58 $0.44 -25.4%

Gross Pump 

stroke (in)
87.8 94.5 7.6%

Pump spacing 

(in. from bottom)
28.8 28.8 0.0%

Friction COF 0.2 0.05 -75.0%



PRODUCT SUCCESS – ROD LIFT 

BLAZE COUPLINGS INCREASES RUN-LIFE BY 1.75X

CHALLENGE

A large operator in California was looking to extend the run

life of their challenging horizontal wells and reduce

downtime while maximizing production. The customer

historically faced a mean time between failures (MTBF) of 8

months due to abrasion.

The operator’s standard operating procedure was to utilize a

competitor’s specialty sucker rod couplings, but frequent

failures prompted them to search for possible alternatives.

SOLUTION

The customer utilized BLAZE® treated couplings to reduce

coupling on-tubing friction throughout the wellbore while

making no other equipment alterations.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® TREATED PARTS INCREASED RUN-TIME TO 

OVER 14 MONTHS

READ FIELD REPORT 105 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Run Life Comparison

Competitor Couplings



PRODUCT SUCCESS – ROD LIFT 

SERIES 300 HIFL FSRs & BLAZE COUPLINGS INCREASE RUN-LIFE BY 3X

CHALLENGE

A large Bakken operator in North Dakota desired to extend the run life of a well and reduce

downtime while maximizing production. The customer historically faced a mean time between

failures (MTBF) of approximately 3 months for hole-in-tubing (HIT) due primarily to severe

deviation in the wellbore.

The customer tried several steel sucker rod solutions, including a continuous rod offering. These

attempts resulted in an average run time of only 103 days. Maintaining production while

reducing the frequency of need for workover service rigs was the primary goal.

SOLUTION

The customer was introduced to our BLAZE® treated couplings to reduce coupling-on-tubing

friction. Our industry leading Series 300 HIFL fiberglass sucker rods were also recommended in

order to lighten the rod string and improve flexibility through the deviated wellbore.

READ FIELD REPORT 107 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® COUPLING & FSR COMBO INCREASED RUN-

LIFE 10 MONTHS WHILE MAINTAINING PRODUCTION.

“The Endurance fiberglass system combined with the Blaze 

treated couplings let us get deeper, with better pump 

action and less fluid pounding.” - Production Engineer

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL



PRODUCT SUCCESS – PLUNGER LIFT

BLAZE TRIM KITS EXTEND RUN-LIFE BY 4X

CHALLENGE

Mechanical wear, corrosion and abrasion are production challenges that our customers

face during field operations. These production challenges have significant impact on the

longevity and efficiency of equipment

SOLUTION

Endurance Lift Solutions conducted a run-life comparison analysis between carbide and

RF85 competitor trim kits with BLAZE® treated trim kits.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® TRIM KITS ACHIEVED EXTENDED RUN-LIFE 

IN ALL 3 WELLS

READ FIELD REPORT 301 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Run Life Comparison 

# of Days



PRODUCT SUCCESS – PLUNGER LIFT

BLAZE TRIM KITS EXTENDS RUN-LIFE

CHALLENGE

A customer partner in the Barnett Shale was replacing their carbide trim kits

approximately 3 times a month due to sand issues in the well.

SOLUTION

Endurance introduced the BLAZE® treated trim kit to the customer partner.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® TRIM KIT EXTENDED RUN-LIFE 5X

READ FIELD REPORT 302 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

“We were having trouble with a well washing a standard valve

seat and trim out every 10-14 days (replacing about 3 valve

trims in 30 days)…The BLAZE valve trim has now been in the

well for 2 months and it shows minimal wear. I am personally

impressed and will continue to use the BLAZE seat and

trim…..With the immediate cost savings, the longevity is an

added bonus. It is truly a superior product.”

- E&P Customer Partner Located in the Barnett Shale

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL



PRODUCT SUCCESS – PLUNGER LIFT

BLAZE PLUNGERS ACHIEVE 2.9X AVERAGE RUN-LIFE IMPROVEMENT

CHALLENGE

An operator desired to address the challenges of abrasion and mechanical wear of

plungers on three wells with typical replacement cycles of approximately every 8 weeks.

On top of lost or deferred production, this required personnel to travel to the well to

conduct frequent maintenance.

SOLUTION

BLAZE® treated plungers were introduced and selected by the customer partner for

trial.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® PLUNGERS EXTENDED RUN-LIFE IN ALL 3

WELLS

READ FIELD REPORT 303 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Cycles Achieved 

Comparison



PRODUCT SUCCESS – PLUNGER LIFT

BLAZE PLUNGERS EXCEED EXPECTATIONS

CHALLENGE

An operator in the Pinedale Basin in Wyoming was seeking to reduce operating expenses

by increasing the run life of their barstock plungers. The operator indicated that they were

comfortable with their current provider, but open to exploring ways to improve plunger

run life and performance.

SOLUTION

BLAZE® treated plungers were introduced and selected by the customer partner for

trial.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® PLUNGERS EXTENDED RUN-LIFE IN ALL 8

WELLS AND REMAIN IN SERVICE

READ FIELD REPORT 304 

FOR MORE INFORMATION



PRODUCT SUCCESS – PLUNGER LIFT

BLAZE PLUNGER EXCEEDS 13,000 CYCLES AND COUNTING

CHALLENGE

A large operator in Oklahoma was seeking to find an efficient, durable plunger to

produce a new well they were bringing on. Due to sand issues in the area, the operator

was experiencing a mean time between failures of 3-4 months. A previous attempt to

run a competitor “specialty” plunger resulted in no improvement.

SOLUTION

BLAZE® treated plungers were suggested and the operator agreed to try one in the new

well. No other downhole changes were made.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® PLUNGER HAS ALREADY MORE THAN 

DOUBLED RUN-LIFE AND REMAINS IN SERVICE.

READ FIELD REPORT 305 

FOR MORE INFORMATION



PRODUCT SUCCESS – PLUNGER LIFT

BLAZE PLUNGERS DELIVER RUN-LIFE IMPROVEMENT

CHALLENGE

Customers desired to address the challenges of abrasion and mechanical wear of

plungers in highly abrasive wells.

SOLUTION

BLAZE® treated plungers were introduced and selected by the customer partner for

trial.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® PLUNGERS EXTENDED RUN-LIFE IN ALL 

WELLS.



PRODUCT SUCCESS – BPRV

BLAZE BPRV DELIVERS RUN-LIFE IMPROVEMENT

CHALLENGE

A large Permian pure-play E&P requested that Endurance Lift treat a control valve used 

on ESP lift unconventional wells. The Customer faced challenges with high solids and sand 

in fluid stream, causing valve to leak approx. every 7 days.

Customer desired to prevent equipment failure, eliminate well down time, cut equipment 

replacement costs, reduce field repair labor, and mitigate HSE risk.

SOLUTION

BLAZE® treated 316SS Tee was introduced for trial.

RESULTS

THE BLAZE® BPRV EXTENDED RUN-LIFE OVER 342

DAYS

READ FIELD REPORT 403 

FOR MORE INFORMATION


